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(Notation Vote)g ril 29, 1992 SE.Cv-92-1ss

Eqc: The Commissioners

Erps: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

Subiect: SEABROOK STATION - STATUS OF ACQUISITION BY NORTHEAST
UTILITIES

Eurpose: To update the Commission on changes in the statur af the
proposed merger of Public Service Company of New Hampshire
(PSNH) with Northeast Utilities (NU) that have occurred
since SECY-92-099 was issued March 20, 1992, and to seek
Commission authorization to approve the license changes
necessary to effect the merger.

Backaround: In SECY-92-099 the staff provided a status report on merger
activities and recosnended that the Commission authorize the
staff to approve the transfer of Seabrook management
authority to the North Atlantic Energy Service Company
(NAESCO, a new subsidiery of NU) and the transfer of the
PSNH share of Seabrook ownership to the North Atlantic
Energy Company (NAEC, also a new subsidiary of NU). On

April 3, 1992, the Commission was briefed in closed session
by the Office of Investigations (01) on the status of their
investigations into allegations of intimidation and
harassment at NU, and-by the NRC Special Review Group (SRG)
about the findings of their review of documentation
regarding th reporting of employee concerns at HU and
Millstone. After hearing these briefings and reviewing the

Contact:
Gordon E. Edison NOTE: TO BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
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SRG report, the staff determined it would consider these
findings and prepare this supplement to SECY-92-099 to
reflect any changes in staff position and to update the
status of the proposed merger.

Discussion: The staff has before it two license amendment requests. One
request is to approve the transfer of Seabrook management
authority to NAESCO, and the other request is to approve the
transfer of PSNH ownership shares to NAEC. Upon approval of
the ownership transfer, NU through its subsidiaries,
Connecticut Light & Power Co. and kAEC, would own 40% of the
Seabrook facility.

Owners of a substantial majority of the ownership interest
in the Seabrook facility have agreed to a number of
conditions relating to the operation of the facility by
NAESCO and the rolationship of owners to each other. These
are to be reflected in a series of agreements setting forth
these relationships: a Joint Ownership Agreement, a
Managing Agent Operating Agreement and a Disbursing Agent
Agreement. Drafts of these agreements have been provided by
the applicants.

Upon NRC approval of the transfer to NAESCO of the authority
to operate Seabrook, this subsidiary of NU would be in
charge of the day-to-day operations at Seabrook subject to
the oversight provided by the Seabrook Joint Owners (J0)
through committees established by these agreements among the
co-owners of Seabrook. The Operator (NAESCO) is to have
complete and ultimate responsibility for day-to-day
management of Seabrook and the obligation to assure
compliance with NRC requirements. The Operator is to
select, employ and train the Seabrook staff, plan for and
procure nuclear fuel for use at Seabrook, purchase
Seabrook's materials and supplies and take other actions to
operate Seabrook. However, the selection of the Seabrook
senior site official, the incentive compensation program and
significant governmental and public affairs policies are
subject to the approval, by a majority vote on an ownership
share basis, of all the Seabrook owners.

An Executive Committee of the JO has " general oversight
responsibility for the policymaking, planning, financial,
legal, material litigation and significant operational

'

decisions related to Seabrook which do not involve the day-
to-day operations of the plant." The Executive Committee
also has budgetary functions. The Executive Committee has 5
members, only one of whom can be employed by NU companies.
This Executive Committee selects an Oversight Committee of
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no more than five persons which "shall be comprised of
individuals with substantial experience in the operation and
oversight of commercial nuclear power f acilities". This
Oversight Comittee reports to the group of JO members who
are not affiliated with the Operator (NAESCO), i.e. all
Seabrook owners except NAEC and Connecticut Power and Light.

NAESCO is to meet with the Executive Committee of the JO at
least quarterly and report on operations at Seabrook
including the plant's operations, shutdowns, capital
expenditure, regulatory violations, enforcement actions, and
significant industry concerns. In addition, NAESCO is to
distribute in a timely manner SALP and INPO reports, more
serious NRC violation reports, etc., to the JO Executive
Committee.

As a result of its review, the SRG concludea "that an
atmosphere that encouraged the reporting of quality
deficiencies or safety concerns [at NU's Millstone facility]
was lacking in many respects," and that there were
"significant weaknesses with respect to the prccess for the
reporting of safety concerns." Howtver, the SRC also
concluded that this atmosphere "did not have an overall
' chilling effect' on the willingness of employees to report
concerns." The problems were perceived by the employees at
Millstone to be caused by management not acknowledging their
own responsibility and an overemphasis on cost containment.
Other findings of the SRG related to internal management
problems at Millstone.

In its two years of operation, the current Seabrook organ-
ization has not experienced more than isolated instances
involving allegations of harassment and intimidation,
employee reporting problems or adverse impacts attributable
to cost-containment measures; overall, the licensee has
demonstrated good performance from a safety standpoint.
Further, notwithstanding the proposed changes in ownership
and management, the existing site operating staff and
management will be maintained. The proposed changes do,
however, entail a substantial change in corporate manage-
ment. For this reason, adequate oversight of facility
performance during the transition period will be ly ortant.

The substantial oversight of NAESCO's operation of the
Seabrook facility by owners not affiliated with NU provides
important assurance that the transition of operation of the
Seabrook facility from New Hampshire Yankee Division of PSNH
to tne NAESCO subsidiary of NU will not have en adverse
effect on safety of operation of Seabrook. To monitor this
transition, NRC proposes to add certain license conditions
applicable for a limited period calling for NRC to be

!
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informed of particular issues. Specifically, NRC will
require that it be informed of: any change in the senior
site official; reports of the Oversight Committee, the
licensee or contractors or consultants, including those that

_

relate to employee discrimination or indications of
conditions potentially-adverse to safety (su.h reports will
provide.NRC with an early opportunity to assure that plant
operations.do not;in fact become adversely affected); any
change in the-incentive compensation programs; and any

c - changes to the annual operating and maintenance budget and
to the capital expenditure budget. The staff will further
require that--any oversight reports will be followed by a
report from the Operator (NAESCO) to NRC assessing the
oversight. report and indicating planned corrective action.
The Operator's report will be' reviewed by the JO Executive
Committee which will also report to NRC its corrective
actions and disposition of the Operator's report. Further,
to assure that NRC is aware of significant changes in the
oversight functions, NRC will require that for a limited
time NRC be informed of changes to certain sections of the
agreements among the owners relating to the oversight

Efunction of the: Executive Committee and the Oversight
. Committee.

In evaluating the request to transfer the operations manage-
ment and partial ownership of Seabrook to NU, the staff has
= also considered:the recent operational performance of-NU's
. Millstone Station. As the Commission-is: aware,1the staff
~has been concerned with-the decline in performance at the
:MillstoneLstation overithe past -several years. Millstone
performance was discussed-at:eachiof the two most recent NRC
Senior Management: Meetings and it;has again been-scheduled

:for discussion at-the_ June 1992 meeting. While the staff's
-Systematic Assessment _of Licensee: Performance (SALP) scores
- have remained good, overallLperformance_ has declined from
the excellent level which has traditionally characterized NU
facilities. NRC concerns in the areas of procedure adher-
ence, attention- to detail, and the resolution of employee
concerns were highlighted in:the SALP report issued in March
1991'.

'
'

'

'Ir recommendingLthat the-Commission approve the transfer of
the-Seabrook License, the staff; believes that it-is
important that NV management not see this approval:as a
signal that NRC is fully satisfied with performance ~at

.
MillstoneA Inlorder to ensure that the highest levels of NU

.

management are aware of NRC's concerns, the staff = proposed'

1

- that the enclosed draft letter be sent from the EDO to each
member of- the NU-Board of Trustees.

;
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St'atus of Other Approvals for the Mercer

On April 9,1992, the Director of N'uclear neactor Regulation
issued a reevaluation of antitrust' issues in res ase to
public coments received. The reevaluation upheid the
earlier finding of no significant changes.

The Securities as.d Exchange Commission _has indicated that
their approval of the conduct of business by-NAESCO and
arrangements for-financing are not likely to be granted
until NRC approves the merger.

Approvals by the New Han,pshire Public Utilities Commission
and the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control are
complete.

COORDINATION: OGC has reviewed the paper and has no legal objection.

RECOMMENDATION: That the Commission

(1). Authorize the staff;to approve the transfer of
Seabrook management-to NAESCO-and the transfer of PSNH
ownership to NAEC.

(2) Eq1g that the NU annual stockholders' meeting is
.

scheduled for.May 14, 1992. _ NU management has
requested that, if possible, the -license transfers be
approved by that date.

,

(3): . Note that, if the transfer is approved by the
Commission, the staff intends to add license
conditions specified-in _ enclosure -(l) requiring, for a
limited time:

a): That:NRC be notified of: changes in the Seabrook
senior site official.

J

b) That the licensee inform the NRC: of r.? orts of
- the Oversight Committee or ot_hers including-

-

those concerning employee harassment or
_.

indications of conditions potentially adverse to
safety; of; changes to the incentive compensation
program;- and_ of changes to the annual- operating -
and maintenance and capital expendfi.ure budgets. -

c) That the Operator assess the oversight reports
and propose corrective action,-and the Executive:

Committee review and report on that assessment.

u
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-d) That NRC be informed of changes to certain
. sections of the Joint Ownership Agreement and
the-Managing Agent Operating Agreement relating
to'the oversight function of the-Executive
Committee and the Oversight Committee.

(4) ADorove-the dispatch _ of the enclosed draft letter to
members of the NU Board of Trustees.

/
/

es M. or
- ecutive irector-

:for Operations

Enclosures:
(1)' -Seabrook Licens~e Conditions
-I2) Draft ~ Letter to Members of

Northea:t Utilitjes Board RemovedtoeDowpublicreleass
:of- Trustees; of the rest of this paper .

Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly-

'to the' Office of the Secretary by' COB Friday,-May 8, 1992.

Commission: Staff Office comments, i-f any,_should be submitted
-to the: Commissioners NLT_ Monday, May 4,-1992, eith an information-
Ecopy.tofthe' Office.-of the Secretary. If the paper-is of_such a
--nature (that it_ requires additional review and comment, the

'

(Commissioners;and:the Secretariat should be apprised of when--

comments may__be expected.
_
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Enclosure 1.

.

SEABROOK llCENSE CONDITIONS

A. For a period of three years from the date of issuance of the NRC license
amendment approving the transfer of management authority to NAESCO, the
licensee shall inform the Director, NRR, at least 60 days in advance, of
any change in the senior site official for the Seabrook facility, or in
the principal duties of such official, unless such change is due to
unforeseen circumstances. In such circumstances, the licensee shall
inform the Director, NRR, of such change as soon as it can reasonably do
so.

B. For a period of three years from the date of issuance of the NRC license
amendment approving the transfer of management authority to NAESCO, the
Joint Owners Executive Committee shall provide to the Director. NRR,
promptly any report of the Oversight Committee or of the Operator or any
contractor or consultant relating to: any indication or discussion of
plant design, equipment or personnel performance or plant operations
that could have potentially adverse effects on facility safety; any
changes to the employee concerns program that could have adverse effects
on facility safety; employee harassment or intimidation or
discrimination; any indication or discuss;cr: of any aspect of any
corpensation incen''"e program that could have potentially adverse
effects on facilits .afety; and any changes to the annual operations and
maintenance and capital expenditure budgets.

C. The oversight reports in B shall be followed promptly by a re; art to
the Director, NRR, by the Operator, reflecting the Operator's assessment
of such report and proposed corrective action, if any. Submission of
the Operator's assessment and proposed corrective action shall not delay
submission of the report called for by license condition B. A review of
the Operator's report by the Executive Committee shall be provided to
the Director, NRR, together with its correc'*ve actions and disposition
of the Operator's report.

D. For a period of three years from the date of issuance of the NRC license
an.endment approving the transfer of management authority to NAESCO, the
licensee shall inform the Director, NRR, of any changes to certain
sections of the Joint Ownership Agreement and the Managing Agent
Operating Agreement. These sections are: Sections 3.c, 7.a, 7.e, 8,
10,11 and 16.b, as described in Appendix 1 of the July 19, 1990
settlement agreement between NU and New England Power Company.
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